
Boost daily reconciliation  
operations with Pimsoft’s  

Sigmafine Advanced Diagnostics Add-in 
The Sigmafine Advanced Diagnostics Add-in (ADA) dramatically 
improves data reconciliation operations and guides Sigmafine 
users to quickly identify and correct data issues. 
 
Instantly identify data issues instead of getting lost in complex 
models and searching for reconciliation problems.  
 
Sigmafine ADA leverages powerful Sigmafine statistical indexes 
to provide a set of advanced diagnostic features including:  
 

 Sigmafine elements ranking by magnitude of error 
 smart data-entry and “click-and-zoom” functions 
 enhanced  & configurable dynamic coloring  
 graphical and tabular reconciled data representation 

 
The Sigmafine Advanced Diagnostics Add-in can be applied to 
any existing Sigmafine model and is compatible with the 
standard PI-ProcessBook environment. Sigmafine users do not 
need to change contexts; all diagnostic support is immediately 
available during normal data reconciliation operations. 
 
All object views are configurable in terms of attributes, 
formatting, and colors to meet the exact needs of the end-user.  
A predefined configuration set matching typical Sigmafine data 
reconciliation usage is provided. 

Setup your preferred information views 
to quickly identify data issues 

Configurable data-entry forms 
allow easy access to reconciled results for 

correction and validation of reconciled results 

Domain: 
All Sigmafine industries. 
 
Overview: 
Pimsoft gives you an easy way to    
improve your daily reconciliation    
operations, by providing a diagnostic 
intelligence plug-in to your existing 
Sigmafine models. 
 
Top 5 Benefits: 
1. Save hours of time each day by  

locating and organizing all model 
data in a single view. 

2. Improve the quality and reliability 
of your reconciled results. 

3. Sort data issues by magnitude of 
discrepancy to appropriate values 
and guide the user to corrective 
actions. 

4. Easily pinpoint data issues and   
inconsistencies in complex models 
of large facilities using tabular 
views and graphics. 

5. Examine all results in one place. 
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Powerful yet intuitive; easy to use 
in an OSIsoft user interface 

View information in the model using click-and-zoom features 

Quickly navigate and prioritize model diagnostics at a glance  

A set of powerful features to 
improve everyday operations 

Help your Sigmafine users to improve their 
daily operations and to get better results 
from the data reconciliation process. 
 
Sigmafine users need to analyze data, the 
add-in provides information at a glance: 
 Configurable tabular views for each 

type of element 
 Element Info detailed form 
 Elements ranking by selected attribute 
 Easy access to Gross Error results 
 Model elements dynamic and 

configurable coloring 
 
Sigmafine users need to locate data, the 
add-in provides easy navigation in 
Sigmafine models: 
 Simplified access to zooming functions 
 Just click on the desired element and  

automatic zoom the model  
 
Sigmafine users need to interact, the add-
in enables them to configure data entry: 
 Configurable data entry forms for each 

type of object 
 Limits checking at attribute level 
 Highlight adjusted data at a glance 
 Configurable attribute values 

propagation between cases 
 

Easily access detailed model element reports 
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